[HailVictory88] wrote:

"Thank you for your reply, HP, it makes a lot of sense. I can't stand how stupid society has become in regards to men and women-the sexes are not meant to fight each other. It's just frustrating because of how brainwashed people have become-the Jews tell women that working 80 hours a week is more honorable than starting a family, and tell White men that going over to Asia to do drugs, race-mix, and catch diseases is better than building a family and protecting and honoring your wife and children. "Please, goyim, just don't raise happy, healthy White children. The path to happiness is anything but that."

The jews want women to be consumers to make them and produce them wealth, in the exchange of money, which they spend back since they are consumers, at the expense of their own survival, time and energy. This is also on par with the general extermination agenda of Whites while working them to death for jewish benefit.

For women to have children this is hazardous to the jews at the top as half of the civilization would be out of the labor force and therefore impossible to be pillaged through insane taxation etc. From a biological standpoint it only means more probabilities of Mozart, Hitler, and other things which the jew simply doesn't wanna have to deal with all over again against stupid Whitey and his need to develop the world and himself.

So technically speaking how can you reduce birth rates in peace time, to lower birth rates even more through war? Turn woman into an individualistic consumer and you have attained the outcome of what ten wars could not attain on their own.

Forcing women to work is also fundamental to create kids that have parents but are essentially same as orphans that never see their parents since they grind the bread all day, since some women will have kids anyway even against Dr Shekelberg's wishes.

Kids need their mother to be around way more often than their dads, that is a
fact. A man cannot breastfeeding a baby, only a woman can. Absence of mother creates an alienation in the mind of the person. A good mother has power to channel all the energy a kid needs to grow even if a parent can be absent, but a father can very rarely do the same.

Then these kids are handed over to the 'state', which looks for their ed-jew-cation, and in general, forms them in the jew's own image to create the society the jew wants. If a woman is at home with kids or works from home then she has time to raise and essentially build up her own progeny and control what goes in its mind which also decides the destiny of it.

So, women enjoy influence and power for generations to come through motherhood, except of the obviously helpful things such expanding your race and fulfilling innate needs which to the majority of women are very deeply hardwired. And for very good reason. And the jew doesn't want any of this so they push women to sink to the level of man.

Women have through sons changed history way more than women have changed history by working 80 hours a week to buy tablets and iPhones they will never have time to use.

All the "Free" women of the jewish system today who unequivocally attack the values of motherhood and side with the corrupt wrong side of feminism, have no influence on this world compared to the influence the mother of Alexander the Great had had.

All the hateful women who hate on other women’s maternity instincts, all unholy feminists who seek to break down households, and all jewish servants who bought all the jewish crap and now just made it their life's mission to keep infesting other women with the same mental cancer they have….

And all their tears of the above combined, will never surpass in historical importance the simple tears of a simple and closely nameless woman somewhere in Greece a few thousand years ago who gave birth to Alexander and cried during her birth. Nor they will stand superior to the other woman from Austria that gave birth to Hitler.

Women could also be spending the time they do not directly work in social works and more heartfelt or creative pursuits to elevate civilization, or care about higher professions that require way less times and should be designed so that one can also raise kids. Such as studying, music, art, science, teaching etc. The jew instead forces women to work in things that crush the feminine spirit.
But if one pays close attention all advocacy about women today is NOT about creating a society healthy for women, but actually, to crush the womanly spirit and make it into a masculine dumb spirit. Feminists literally just complain why women are not equally burdened like men.

"Why aren't women also dying by falling from building skyscrapers for Rabbi Shekelstein? We need to look to it that it happens! They are goyim too and they are equal to the other goyim!"

At first in the 1950's the jew could do with only the man the working for the car, the house, and try to do the consumer monkey to attract a mate.

Then they kept marketing the chasing of the woman and saw the profits could only pile up to a certain extent from this. Then the jew realized this process of pillaging people could happen faster if women, or approximately 50% more of labor force was just as equally abused as men.

"The right of women to be worked to death while producing only shekels for kikes and getting nothing back is a also major and important right that all modern women need. Women unite for your right to clean excrement and work in the construction to break your backs. Women unite for your right to never have kids and therefore have your bloodline go extinct. Women unite for your right to stop existing, I said unite goyim." -A feminist kike in vacation to America that originally in Israel is a loyal one and only wife to a rabbi, with whom she has 8 to 10 kids.
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